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ABSTRACT

Thin films of multi-walled carbon nanotubes forming random networks were

produced by vacuum filtration method, and their broadband electromagnetic

radiation transmittance spectra are presented. Thickness of the nanotube films

was between 100 nm and 1 lm, and the transmission properties are demon-

strated for the wavelength range from 300 nm to 400 lm. It is observed that

transmittance is an increasing function of a radiation wavelength, and for the

thickest films it almost saturates above 1 lm wavelength. To explain the ex-

perimental results in the ultraviolet–near infrared range, we employed effective

medium theory (in the form of symmetric Bruggeman model) correlating

properties of multi-walled carbon nanotubes with the effective dielectric func-

tion of a nanotube network. The optical properties of a single multi-walled

carbon nanotube that were used for calculations were based on ordinary and

extraordinary dielectric functions of bulk graphite. The proposed theoretical

model has been successfully fitted to the experimental results. It has been also

found that despite the fact that radiation undergoes multiple internal reflections

at the film interfaces, the transmittance–thickness relation can be still described

by exponential decay.

Introduction

The interaction between electromagnetic radiation

and carbon nanotubes has been continually the sub-

ject of scientific interest, both from the theoretical and

experimental point of view. In case of single-walled

carbon nanotubes, the characteristic features of their

optical spectra can be correlated with theoretical

interband transitions and are very sensitive to chiral

indices describing a nanotube [1, 2]. For multi-walled

carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) with diameters larger

than few nanometers, the curvature effects can be

neglected and optical properties of a single MWCNT

can be derived from the dielectric functions of bulk

graphite [3]. The anisotropy of both a nanotube (high

aspect ratio) and graphite properties is the reason
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why the overall way carbon nanotubes interact with

electromagnetic waves depending on their specific

arrangement in an investigated sample. The experi-

mental or theoretical analyses of this issue were

addressed for single MWCNT [4], their bundles [5],

and very extensively for vertically aligned nanotube

arrays [6–9]. A widely discussed topic is electro-

magnetic waves shielding potential of composites

where MWCNTs are inclusion responsible for energy

dissipation [10, 11].

As far as optical properties of thin films of the pure

carbon nanotubes are concerned, the studies mainly

concentrate on single-walled carbon nanotubes with

clearly insufficient information about MWCNTs [12].

For instance, the absorbance spectrum for layers of

MWCNTs grown in alumina templates was reported

in limited, mid infrared range (1.5–10 lm) [13], and

the transmission–reflection–transmission configura-

tion used is not straightforward to interpret. The

wider spectral range extending to far-infrared (up to

*167 lm) was presented by Kamarás et al. [14] but

neither visible nor UV part of electromagnetic spec-

trum was presented. In the work of De Nicola et al.

[15], transmittance spectra for films of single- and

multi-walled nanotubes are compared and are lim-

ited to the Vis–NIR range. Only three thickness val-

ues are used there to estimate the absorption

coefficient with no substrate influence analysis

included. What is more, there are no reports that

would demonstrate the application of effective

medium theory to explain the transmittance spectra

of pure MWCNT thin films forming random net-

works. In the presented study, the consistent and

broad (from UV to far-infrared) range of electro-

magnetic spectrum is covered and the results are

confronted with the effective medium approach. It

should be emphasized that the knowledge about

such fundamental quantities as transmittance is a key

factor when designing of MWCNT-based optical

materials (and also optoelectronic devices) is con-

sidered. The effective operation of such systems for

radiation from a wide frequency range makes the

given material more attractive from the application

point of view. Despite tendencies toward studies on

hybrid composites with nanotubes (often based on

polymer matrix and other nanoparticles), it is clear

that having the detailed picture of the MWCNTs

transmission properties is a reasonable starting point

for analysis of more complex systems based on car-

bon nanotubes.

The films of MWCNT can be prepared with

methods such as drop casting, spin/spray coating,

electrophoresis deposition, or vacuum filtration [16].

Despite macroscopic uniformity of such samples, the

internal structure of nanotube films can be very

complex and formally they should be treated as the

combination of a host material (most often air) and

carbon inclusions. For a theoretical description of

electromagnetic properties of such materials, the lit-

erature delivers different models being classified

under effective medium theory (EMT) and so far they

were mainly applied to systems of vertically aligned

nanotubes [17–19]. The theory concentrates on pre-

dicting the effective dielectric function eeff of a

material that consists of the clearly distinguishable

components, taking into account the properties of all

phases. In general, the most popular EMT approa-

ches are Maxwell–Garnett, Bruggeman, and the so-

called power laws (including, e.g., Birchak, Drude, or

Looyenga formulas) [20, 21]. The first one has been

successfully used for simulations of reflectance and

absorbance spectra of carbon nanotube forests in

different configurations [8, 22]. Apart from the

homogenization procedure (finding eeff), for thin film

samples, the analysis of transmission properties of

the material itself requires considerations of multiple

reflections at the interfaces which makes the theo-

retical expressions describing optical spectra much

more complex [23]. In our work, we adopted the

Bruggeman mixing formula to model the effective

optical properties of MWCNT random networks and

considered them as a part of four layer system: air/

MWCNTs/substrate/air. For demonstration of

transmittance spectra T(k) in the broadband range,

from ultraviolet to far-infrared (300 nm to 400 lm), a

sample without substrate was prepared and studied.

Experimental details

Preparation of MWCNT films

The MWCNT films were fabricated by the following

procedure. For preparation of a nanotubes solution,

dry powder of MWCNTs from NanoIntegris (purity

99%, tube length 1–12 lm, inside diameter 4 nm, outer

diameter\20 nm) was diluted in 1%water solution of

sodium dodecyl sulfate to achieve a 0.2 mg/mL nan-

otube concentration. Dispersion was placed in a sonic

bath for 3 h (in cool water) and then centrifuged at
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15,000 rpm for 10 min to separate the homogeneous

solution from bundles of MWCNTs. The supernatant

was carefully decanted and saved. Based on as-pre-

pared solution, the thin films were fabricated by a

vacuum filtration method [24] using mixed cellulose

ester membranes (0.025 lm pore size, 25 mm diame-

ter) from Millipore. Thicknesses of carbon nanotube

films were controlled by the volume of the filtered

solution along with atomic force microscope images

(NT-MDT, semi-contact mode). The prepared films

were cut and transferred to the soda lime glass plates

(Fig. 1c). Six produced films on glass substrate were

investigated and their thicknesseswere approximately

equal to 100, 185, 230, 450 nm, 0.86, and 1 lm. The

values were obtained from atomic force microscope

scans performed at different regions along the

layer/substrate boundary, and the final value is a

result of averaging procedure. An additionalMWCNT

layer was placed on a metal substrate with a hole of

3 mm in diameter (Fig. 1d) so that the optical spectra

undisturbed by the presence of a substrate could be

measured in the broad wavelength range.

Characterization of MWCNT films

The internal structure of the obtained thin films is

similar to a network of nanotubes tending to arrange

in a layered structure rather than chaotic bundles.

This can be deduced from the scanning electron

microscope images of the MWCNT networks shown

in Fig. 1a, b. To estimate the volume filling factor of

the discussed samples, a thick test MWCNT layer

was prepared and based on measurements of its

weight and physical dimensions, the density of a

layer was determined. A comparison of this value to

an averaged tube density gives the estimated filling

factor value of *0.2. The transmittance spectra (at

normal incidence angle) for wavelengths from

300 nm to 2 lm were collected with use of an Agilent

Technologies Cary 5000 spectrometer and for the

spectral range between 2 and 400 lm with a Bruker

113v vacuum Fourier transform spectrometer. All

measurements were carried out at room temperature.

Results and discussion

Transmittance spectra

The relative transmittance spectra Trel(k) of MWCNT

thin films collected for six different samples on glass

substrates are presented in Fig. 2, and they are cal-

culated with respect to the substrate spectrum Tsub(k)
so that they better demonstrate the properties of

Figure 1 Pictures of the

investigated MWCNT films. a,

b The scanning electron

microscope images. c The real

samples on glass substrate.

d A scheme of the sample

supported on a metal substrate

with a hole.
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material itself. It is clearly seen that the thicker a

MWCNT film is, the faster the transmission signal is

saturated (flattened). In order to obtain T(k) for mid-

and far-infrared range, the MWCNT layer partially

suspended in air was used (of thickness *0.77 lm),

and the Fourier spectrometer was employed. The

total spectrum for this sample covering the spectral

range from UV to far-infrared is shown in Fig. 3. It

can be noticed that the general tendency observed for

transmittance curves quantitatively agrees with the

data demonstrated by Kamarás et al. [14] for free

standing layers of MWCNTs.

Effective medium theory model

To explain the experimental results in UV–Vis–NIR

spectral region, we used the effective medium theory

in a form of the Bruggeman symmetric Eq. (1) relat-

ing the dielectric functions of N constituent materi-

als/inclusions characterized by ei (each occupying fi
volume fraction) to the effective dielectric function of

a new homogenous medium eeff .

XN

i¼1

fi
ei � eeff

eeff þ L ei � eeffð Þ ¼ 0;
XN

i¼1

fi ¼ 1: ð1Þ

The parameter L is a so-called depolarization factor

and can be strictly calculated if the shape of a single

inclusion is known. The choice of the Bruggeman

approach is justified by the fact that it is generally

considered as giving more reliable results if filling

factors are not very small which is the case for the

presented samples [25].

The first step toward obtaining eeff is a decompo-

sition of the nanotube network into two subsets of

nanotubes (or rather their segments)—MWCNTs

perpendicular and parallel to an arbitrary direction

on a plane of the film. Such division is dictated by the

fact that two different dielectric functions describe

interactions between electromagnetic radiation and a

Figure 2 The relative transmittance spectra of the MWCNT films

of different thicknesses (given in the text) on glass substrate. Solid

lines experimental values, dashed lines values obtained from EMT

model.

Figure 3 Transmittance spectrum of the MWCNT film with no substrate. The oscillations in far-infrared come from measurement noise.

The inset shows the UV–Vis–NIR region with solid (dashed) curve corresponding to the experimental (EMT model) results.
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nanotube, depending on a mutual orientation of a

polarization vector of incoming radiation and the

tube axis. This situation was schematically depicted

in Fig. 4. In both cases, we consider the two-compo-

nent mixture of the MWCNT inclusions—of the same

filling factor f0—described by functions ekCNT (parallel

configuration) and eCNT
\ (perpendicular configura-

tion) with air at volume fraction of 1 - f0. Obviously,

the concentration of nanotube segments of perpen-

dicular or parallel configuration in the real network is

not equal to f0 (which is the overall concentration) but

this fact is to be taken into account later. It should be

also noticed that two different depolarization factors

are used here, denoted as L1 and L2 for parallel and

perpendicular configurations, respectively. As a

consequence, Eq. (1) is solved twice (for eeff
k and

eeff
\) and takes a quadratic form where the right

solution is chosen so that it satisfies the natural con-

dition: ek=?eff ðfo ! 0Þ ¼ eair ¼ 1 The functions eCNT
k and

eCNT
\ are adopted as presented in [3, 26] and they are

derived based on the literature data available for

ordinary and extraordinary dielectric functions of

bulk graphite. The limitations in spectral range for

these datasets are the reason why the proposed EMT

model is not extended to mid- and far-infrared range.

The second stage for determination of the final eeff
is combining the solutions eeff

k and eeff
\ to account for

random distribution of carbon nanotubes within the

network. In the proposed model, we assumed the

linear combination given by Eq. (2), as suggested by

e.g., [6, 9], with normalized weights.

eeff ¼ ð1� pÞejjeff þ pe?eff : ð2Þ

The random distribution of nanotubes in a plane of

the film may suggest that the weights (1 - p) and

p should be both equal to 0.5; however, the fact of

nanotubes bending in a direction perpendicular to

the layer plane should be expressed in p values being

higher than 0.5 (see also Fig. 4, first component).

Once eeff is evaluated for different wavelengths,

one can use it to calculate the transmittance spectra of

air/MWCNTs/air and air/MWCNTs/substrate/air

systems. In the first case (as in Fig. 1d), the expres-

sion for the film spectral transmittance at normal

incidence Tfilm, taking into account multiple reflec-

tions at both interfaces (Fabry–Pérot effect), is given

by Eq. (3) [23]:

Tfilm ¼
1� r2a�f

� �
exp �2pind=kð Þ

1� r2a�f expð�2pind=kÞ

����

����
2

: ð3Þ

In the formula (3), n is a real part of the complex

refractive index ~neffðkÞ ¼ neffðkÞ þ ikeffðkÞ related to

the effective dielectric function [eeffðkÞ ¼ ~n2effðkÞ]; ra-f

is the Fresnel reflection coefficient (being function of
~neff) for radiation coming from air into the film; and

d is a thickness of the film. For analysis of transmit-

tance spectra of films on glass substrate, much more

complex formula can be derived that includes the

Figure 4 Schematic decomposition of MWCNT network into

components assigned to two dielectric functions eCNT
k and eCNT

\ .

The surface of the layer lies within x–y plane. The direction and

polarization state of incoming radiation are determined by vectors

k~ and E~0, respectively.
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effect of multiple reflections at three interfaces. For

our calculations, we used relations given in [23] with

the additional assumption that the thickness of a

substrate is much larger than an incoming radiation

wavelength which is valid in our case.

EMT fitting results

Following the outlined procedures, we arrive at the

full model for the transmittance spectra for the

MWCNT random network films with four parame-

ters (f0, L1, L2, p) that can be varied within different

constraints so that the best fit to the experimental

results is obtained. The filling factor f0 was experi-

mentally estimated to be equal to 0.2 with uncertainty

of *20%, and the expected value for p was assumed

to lie between 1/2 and 2/3 which corresponds to two

limiting cases of tubes arrangement in the layer

(perfect layer-by-layer and chaotic bundles). As far as

depolarization factors are concerned, an arbitrary

ellipsoid particle can be characterized by three

depolarization factors (Lx, Ly, Lz) whose sum is equal

to 1 [27]. The depolarization factors for a very long

and thin cylinder (a needle) are equal to (0.5, 0.5, 0)

[28] and can serve as initial guesses for the values

describing a MWCNT. It can be expected that both

tube–tube interactions and their bending are sup-

posed to affect these values [29]. As in the case of a

long needle we assumed that for the single MWCNT

in the network, the effective values of Lx and Ly are

equal (denoted as L2), and the sum of all depolar-

ization factors is 1. This leads to the condition

Lz : L1 = 0.5(1 - L2) which is used to reduce the

number of degrees of freedom in the model.

The fitting procedure with the above formulated

constraints yields the values f0 = 0.220, p = 0.583,

L1 = 0.142, L2 = 0.431, and the predicted transmit-

tance curves in the range of (0.3–2) lmare presented in

Fig. 2 and in the inset of Fig. 3. The modeled trans-

mittance values (T0) for films on a substrate are calcu-

lated with respect to the glass substrate transmittance

(T0 = T/Tsub) so that both experimental and theoretical

results are presented in the same way. The matching

between fitted spectra and experimental data is satis-

fying (the discrepancies do not exceed 5% in an abso-

lute scale) given the limitations of effective medium

approximation. For example, the general assumption

beyond discussed EMT is that the characteristic

dimensions of inclusions are supposed to be much

smaller than radiation wavelength. With respect to

MWCNTs diameter, the condition is satisfied. How-

ever, when dimensions of local irregular sub-mi-

crometer structures formed by MWCNTs are

compared to k, the assumptionmay no longer be valid.

Also, one has to keep in mind that EMT is usually

applied to systems of spatially noninteracting inclu-

sions. The proposed theory accounts for the details of

relatively complicated geometry of the nanotube net-

work by treating (within physical restrictions) the

depolarization factor as a fitting parameter but possi-

ble wavelength-dependent scattering effects are still

ignored. Because addressing these issues would lead

to much increase in the complexity of our model

[30, 31], so taking into account the good agreement

between measurements results and fitted values, the

presented approach can be viewed as suitable for

handling the discussed materials.

Based on the presented model, we also calculated

the relative transmittance curves T0 as a function of a

MWCNT layer thickness and compared them to

exponential decays expð�aeffdÞ characterized by cor-

responding effective absorption coefficient aeff calcu-
lated with EMT as well. The comparison shown in

Fig. 5 for three differentwavelengths (0.5, 1, and 2 lm)

demonstrates that both types of curves differ only

slightly. This indicates that the procedure of dividing

full T values by substrate transmittance efficiently

accounts for reflection effects within air/MWCNT/

substrate/air system. It is then quite natural that

experimentally fitted absorption coefficient agrees

Figure 5 Relative transmittance of the MWCNT films on glass

substrates for three wavelengths (0.5, 1, and 2 lm) as a function of

the film thickness. Solid curves correspond to direct calculations of

transmission signal and dashed curves present exponential decays

expðaeffdÞ. Circles represent experimental values.
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with the function aeff(k) obtained from EMTmodel, as

shown in Fig. 6. The importance of this conclusion is

the fact that the amount of radiation blocked by the

MWCNT layer of arbitrary thickness can be therefore

described with the use of only one parameter. It is the

significant simplification in estimating shielding effi-

ciency when there is no possibility of preparing elab-

orate samples of films suspended in air or free

standing, as it is in case of very thin films.

It should be noted that the above result is valid for

layers on glass substrate and may not be applicable in

case of substrates of other optical properties especially

those of high reflection coefficient. As a final remark it

is worth highlighting that contrary to UV region,

radiation shielding potential of MWCNT films in the

infrared is significantly reduced. Interestingly, in case

of single-walled carbon nanotube films, the reported

far-infraredbehavior of transmission signal is different

[32, 33],with a strong absorptionpeak centeredusually

at *100 lm. This structure may be observed in

MWCNTs but only for tubes with high enough crys-

tallinity level [34]. In our case this condition is not

satisfied as somebends andkinks in tubes structure are

noticeable in the electron microscope pictures.

Conclusions

By investigating the broadband transmittance spectra

of the thin films of MWCNT random networks, we

concluded that their transmittance monotonically

decreases as wavelength is increased and the kind of

saturation is observed that depends on the sample

thickness. The experimental data in the visible to near

infrared range were successfully fitted with the the-

oretical spectra calculated based on effective medium

theory formulated in the Bruggeman approach. Fur-

ther improvements to the model, extending beyond

EMT, would presumably require the detailed analy-

sis of scattering events within complex structures

formed by single MWCNTs. The proposed model

fully incorporates the details of radiation propagation

in an effective medium including the influence of a

substrate. It turns out that the transmittance spectra

calculated relative to the glass substrate transmit-

tance approximately follow an exponential decay

with respect to the sample thickness which allows for

the straightforward estimation of the shielding

potential of MWCNT random network films.
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